
Collection Development Committee 

September 22, 2015 

 

I. Agenda (Tom Teper):       5 Minutes 

 

II. A&I Review Team        15 Minutes 

A. Discuss Charge 

B. Establish Membership 

 

III. Streaming Media via Kanopy Evaluation Team    15 Minutes 

A. Discuss Charge 

B. Establish Membership 

 

IV. Project Muse Evidence Based Acquisitions Pilot Evaluation Team 15 Minutes 

A. Discuss Charge 

B. Establish Membership 

 

V. Other FY17 Activities       (Permitting) 

 A. Rationalizing Stacks/Oak Street/Unit Holdings 

 B. E-reserves 

 C. Government Documents 

 

VI. Updates 

A. Acquisitions 

a. Procurement Situation 

B. E-Resources 

C. Preservation Services  

 

VII. Parking Lot/Forthcoming Items 

A. Showcasing Acquisitions 

B. er14 review - Newspapers in er14 

 

 

 

CDC A&I Review Task Force 

 

Charge: 

In anticipation of receiving a static budget allocation for FY17, this task force is charged with 

conducting a broad review of the A&I services licensed by the University Library with the intent 

of highlighting those resources that are unique and necessary, and identifying those resources 

that have a significant level of redundancy with other products. This group will develop criteria 

for what is included/excluded, review the content licenses to document possible cancellation 

dates, document cost per use information for each of the resources in question, and make 

recommendations for our subject specialists to take into account regarding which resources 

might be most appropriate to cancel.  

 



Recommendations of the task force will be disseminated to subject specialists by the Office of 

Collections after seeking input from CDC.  

 

Recommendations should be submitted in March 1, 2016.  

 

 

Membership 

TBD 

 

 

 

CDC Streaming Media via Kanopy Evaluation Team:  

 

Charge:  

To review the use and costs of the Kanopy service as well as the content offered. The task force 

will collect data on use, costs and title access and or availability. The group will identify issues 

related to access to titles or about the platform in general and will survey bibliographers about 

the service in relation to their constituents needs.  Acquisitions will report on the service 

implementation and staffing of the service. A brief report on the data and qualitative information 

as collected from the bibliographers about the service will be presented to CDC in April 2015. 

The task force will be disbanded after that. 

 

Membership: 

Lynn Wiley  

Rebecca Ciota GA from Acquisitions 

Three members of CDC 

 

 

 

CDC Project Muse Evidence Based Acquisitions Pilot Evaluation Team 

 

Charge:  
Review the use of the Project Muse books after 11 months post record load to select high use 

titles for ownership. In the EBA or “evidence based model” of demand driven acquisitions, the 

library pays a set amount ahead of time and then “selects” the owned titles post use. The task 

force will identify criteria to use from the COUNTER book reports and will vet those through 

CDC. Once criteria are approved, the task force will apply that to the high use titles by end of 

July 2016 to select the titles to be owned and will report those to CDC. A brief report describing 

the use and the platform along with all use statistics will be sent to CDC along with the project 

description and an analysis of the titles loaded by subject, publisher and copyright date. 

Background material on past purchase of the Project Muse titles will be appended. Once the titles 

are selected and the report provided, the task force will be disbanded. 



 

Membership 

Lynn Wiley 

3-4 members CDC to represent the disciplines covered in the Project Muse title list. 

 

(JSTOR will be reviewed as well but the license is yet to be signed so the record load has 

been delayed) 

 


